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Guest Editorial
Remote control of physical systems by hu-
mans through the mediation of computers has
been a fascinating topic for scientists and
engineers for almost four decades. Depend-
ing on the field of application and the tech-
nology involved, different terms were coined
to describe the process of controlling a sys-
tem at a remote site: teleoperation, tele-ro-
botics, tele-service or telepresence are just the
most often repeated terms. In the early years
the development was mainly driven by space,
underwater, and automation applications for
hazardous areas, but especially in the recent
five years, different factors have led to an in-
creasing number of applications. The first
important factor was the exponentially grow-
ing computational power, enhanced control
algorithms, and new mechatronic sensors and
actuators which made it possible to actively
enhance the operator’s—visual, acoustical
and haptic—perception of the remote loca-
tion; new qualities of man–machine inter-
faces originated from these developments.
The second important factor for the increas-
ing number of applications is the broad avail-
ability of communication networks like the
Internet. The Internet makes it a snap to ac-
cess remote computers. It actually takes very
little to deploy a remote system and make it
available to many users over the Internet—
not just for “fun and fame”, but also for in-
dustrial, e.g., teleservice, applications.

All developments have the aim of intro-
ducing human perception, planning, and
control into a technical process. Some
people tend to consider this as just an inter-
mediate step on the way to fully autono-
mous systems, but the contributions in this
issue clearly show that the described tech-
nologies provide a new quality of coopera-
tion and coexistence of humans and ma-
chines—where, of course, the human al-
ways keeps control. As we are now intro-
ducing the latest insights from the fields of

human perception, sensing, and cognition into
telepresence systems, we are not just making
the automation part of such a system smarter
but we are also laying the groundwork for a
broad range of intuitively comprehensible
man–machine interfaces. The articles in this
issue cover this aspect from different view-
points.

Multisensor y feedbac k
To increase the sense of reality and presence
in teleoperation systems is a major issue of cur-
rent developments. Besides the stimulation of
the visual sense by realistic computer graphi-
cal representations of virtual worlds, the stimu-
lation of additional senses becomes very im-
portant—and the solutions become more and
more effective. The paper by Schmidt/Kron/
Kammermeier outlines the developments re-
lated to providing tactile feedback for the user’s
arm, hand, and fingers. Different devices are
being used and versatile control strategies are
being developed and implemented to allow
users to “feel” virtual objects. Whereas this
work aims at providing a realistic sensation of
physical objects, Fong/Thorpe/Bauer use hap-
tic feedback to teleoperate a vehicle. In this
case, the forces felt are artificial force fields to
support the precise driving of a vehicles; vir-
tual forces here enhance the user’s intuition. In
a third paper on this topic, Kimura proposes to
enhance teleoperation systems by a further sen-
sual stimulation, by audio-feedback. Find out
about the psychophysical background of his
suggestion in this issue.

Projective Vir tual Reality
Virtual reality used to be only about immer-
sion and interaction; the  papers by Hirzinger/
Landzettel/Brunner and by Freund/Rossmann
add the aspect of “projection.” Allowing users
to handle objects in the virtual world like they
would do in the real world is just the basis; the
key idea then is to automatically project these

actions onto robots and other means of au-
tomation. This implies that robots make ex-
actly the changes to the physical world that
correspond to the changes the user made to
the virtual world. The approaches presented
in both papers are different, but the aims are
the same: make the teleoperation of robots
safe and easy!

The idea of controling a real-world de-
vice via a graphical user interface is also pur-
sued by Tomatis/Moreau. They describe a
comprehensive web interface used to con-
trol a mobile robot. The ideas presented are
made complete by the work of Lane because
he summarizes the results on the effect of
time delay for the control of robot manipu-
lators over long distances.

Space Exploration
The exploration of space has always been a
driving force for the development of new
ideas related to teleoperation. In their paper,
Pirjanian/Huntsberger/Kennedy/Schenker
look into the more distant future of planetary
exploration where multiple rovers are to co-
operate to explore planetary surfaces. Their
ambitious plans are an inspiration and a driv-
ing force for the work in this field.

Teleoperated systems pioneered space,
the planets, and the deep seas. The contri-
butions to this newsletter show how the
methods and tools are now evolving to make
further pioneering more intuitive, more cost-
effective, and also more fun. Please read and
enjoy the authors’ thoughts about the present
and the future in this field.

Dr.-Ing. Jürgen Rossmann
Institute of Robotics Research
Otto-Hahn-Str. 8
44227 Dortmund, Germany
E-mailto:rossmann@irf.de
http://www.irf.de/~rossmann
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Active interfaces for vehicle teleoperation
Since 1997, the Robotics Institute of Carnegie
Mellon University and the Virtual Reality and
Active Interfaces (VRAI) Group1 of the Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology have been de-
veloping tools and technology for vehicle
teleoperation. The goal of our collaboration is
to make such teleoperation easier and more
productive for all users, novices and experts
alike. Thus, we have developed a variety of
active interfaces incorporating sensor-fusion
displays, gesture and haptic input, personal
digital assistants, and the wwweb.2,3

Sensor fusion displa ys
Perhaps the most difficult aspect of vehicle
teleoperation is that the operator is unable to
directly perceive the remote environment. In-
stead, he is forced to rely on sensors, band-
width-limited communications links, and an
interface to provide him with information. As
a result, the operator often fails to understand
the remote environment and makes judgement
errors. Thus, we need to make it easier for the
operator to understand the remote environment,
to assess the situation, and to make decisions.4

Our approach is to develop sensor fusion
displays that combine information from mul-
tiple sensors or data sources to present a single,
integrated view. These displays are important
for applications in which the operator must rap-
idly interpret multispectral or dynamic data.
Figure 1 shows an example in which lidar, ste-
reo, and ultrasonic sonar range data are fused.5

This display is designed to direct the operator’s
attention to close obstacles and to improve situ-
ational awareness in cluttered environments.

Gesture and haptic input
Almost all teleoperation interfaces rely on in-
put devices such as joysticks or two-dimen-
sional computer pointers (mouse, pen, etc.).
One problem with this approach is that the hu-
man-machine interaction is essentially static:
the form and range of input is limited to physi-
cal device properties. With computer vision,
however, we can create gesture-based inter-
faces that provide flexible, user-adaptive inter-
action. Moreover, since the interpretation is
software-based, it is possible to customize in-
put processing to minimize sensorimotor
workload, to accommodate operator prefer-
ences, and to adapt to the task/operator in real-
time.3

GestureDriver is a remote driving interface
based on visual gesturing (see Figure 2). Hand
motions are tracked with a color and stereo vi-
sion system and classified into gestures using
a simple geometric model. The gestures are
then mapped into motion commands that are
transmitted to the remote vehicle. In our test-
ing, we found that GestureDriver works well

almost anywhere within the vision system’s
field of view. Thus, users were free to move
about when they were not directly command-
ing the robot. Additionally, GestureDriver was
able to easily accommodate users of different
sizes and with different control preferences.

The most difficult aspect of remote driv-
ing, as with all teleoperation, is that the opera-

tor is separated from the point of action. As a
result, he must rely on information from sen-
sors (mediated by communication links and
displays) to perceive the remote environment.
Consequently, the operator often fails to un-
derstand the remote environment and makes
judgement errors. This problem is most acute
when precise motion is required, such as ma-
neuvering in cluttered spaces or approaching a
target.3

HapticDriver addresses this problem by pro-
viding force feedback to the operator (see Fig-
ure 3). Range-sensor information is trans-
formed to spatial forces using a linear model
and then displayed to the operator using a large-
workspace haptic hand controller (the Delta
Haptic Device). Thus, HapticDriver enables the
operator to feel the remote environment and to
achieve better performance in precise driving
tasks.

Personal interfaces
For some remote driving applications, install-
ing operator stations with multiple displays,
bulky control devices and high-bandwidth/low-
latency communication links is infeasible (or
even impossible) due to environmental, mon-
etary, or technical constraints. For other appli-
cations, a range of operators having diverse
backgrounds and skills drive the vehicle. In
these situations, extensive training is impracti-
cal and we need interfaces that require mini-
mal infrastructure, can function with poor com-
munications, and do not tightly couple perfor-
mance to training.

PdaDriver is a PDA-based interface for ve-
hicle teleoperation and is shown in Figure 4.
PdaDriver uses multiple control modes, sen-
sor-fusion displays, and safeguarded
teleoperation to make remote driving fast and
efficient. We designed the PdaDriver user in-
terface to minimize the need for training, to
enable rapid command generation, and to im-
prove situational awareness. The current inter-
face is has four interaction modes: video, map,
command, and sensors (see Figure 4). We have
conducted a number of field tests with the
PdaDriver and found the interface to have high
usability, robustness, and performance.3

To date, we have created two Web-based
systems: WebPioneer and WebDriver. The
WebPioneer (developed in collaboration with
ActivMedia Inc.) enables novices to explore
an indoor environment. The WebPioneer, how-
ever, requires significant network resources and
only provides a limited command set. We de-
signed our second system, WebDriver, to ad-
dress these problems. In particular, WebDriver
minimizes network bandwidth usage, provides
a dynamic user interface, and uses waypoint-

Figure 1. Sensor fusion display incorporating lidar,
stereo vision, and sonar range data.

Figure 2. GestureDriver: a visual, gesture-based
interface for vehicle teleoperation.

Figure 3. HapticDriver provides force feedback for
precision driving tasks.
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the human fingertip. However, the ideal speci-
fication profile for such an array (which can be
derived from physiological and biomechanical
as well as task-oriented data) poses severe chal-
lenges in system design. The IACE has devel-
oped an actuator array with extraordinarily high
pin forces and mechanical bandwidth3 that is
used for tactile representation of the interac-
tion between the operator’s fingertip and stiff
objects in virtual prototyping tasks. Experi-
ments have been performed with respect to
detailed haptic exploration of an automobile
engine (see Figure 2). In this scenario, the op-
erator can examine the head of a screw to be
fixed, judge the quality of workmanship at the
edge of a workpiece, or localize a visually-oc-
cluded marker that indicates the assembly-ro-
tation of a pulley.

Perspective
The benefits of including the proposed ad-

Intuitive haptic perception in virtual prototyping tasks
continued from p. 4

vanced haptic feedback technologies in virtual
prototyping environments have been demon-
strated in various laboratory experiments. Be-
yond the automobile industry, potential appli-
cations of this technique can be found in other
industrial areas, as well as in medical simula-
tion and education.

This work is supported by the German Re-
search Council (DFG) within the Collabora-
tive Research Center “High-Fidelity
Telepresence and Teleaction” (SFB 453).

A. Kron, P. Kammermeier, and G.
Schmidt
Institute of Automatic Control Engineering
Technische Universität München
80290 München,Germany
Phone: +49 89 289-23415
Fax: +49 89 289-28340
E-mail: alexander.kron@ei.tum.de

based safeguarded teleoperation. WebDriver
differs from other web-based driving because
it is highly effective in unknown, unstructured,
and dynamic environments.6

Future work
We believe that our tools and technologies are
well-suited for tasks such as remote explora-
tion. Thus, we are planning to apply our re-
search to the exploration of planetary surfaces.
In the next year, we intend to develop user in-
terfaces that enable EVA crew members (e.g.,
suited geologists) and mobile robots to collabo-
rate and jointly perform tasks such as survey-
ing, sampling, and in-situ site characterization.

This work is partially supported by the
DARPA ITO Mobile Autonomous Robot Soft-
ware program (SAIC/CMU task) and the Swiss
Commission for Technology and Innovation
(CTI project 4327.1). Contributors include
Gilbert Bouzeid, Francois Conti, Sebastien
Grange, Roger Meier, and Gregoire Terrien.

Terry Fong and Charles Thorpe
The Robotics Institute
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
E-mail: {terry, cet}@cs.cmu.edu
http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~{terry, cet}

Charles Baur
Institut de Systèmes Robotiques
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology
CH-1015 Lausanne, Switzerland
E-mail: charles.baur@epfl.ch
http://imtsg7.epfl.ch/~baur
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Figure 4. PdaDriver is a PDA-based interface for remote driving.

Figure 5. WebDriver enables safeguarded vehicle teleoperation via the
wwweb.


